PARTICIPANTS

Dear Fellow Scout,
Welcome to Jamscout!
We are now only 4 months away from celebrating what will be for many, the event of your life and
we look forward to seeing you soon In Covaleda!
As you already know, we are preparing an event which has never been done before by Scouts MSC
as a movement, and there are many volunteers now involved in working to make this an unforgettable
experience.
As always, we need your help so as we can continue moving forward with the organisation of the
event, for which we ask that you encourage more leaders from your groups to join us at Jamscout. Many
hands make light work, and thus will enable us to make this event the best it can be!
As is normal with any group camp, we need a series of documents from everyone who is attending
Jamscout.
All the documentation required needs to be filled out using the provided forms, and should be sent by
the 1st of June 2017 by post, to the address provided below.
On the back of the envelope, we request that you state your Scout group’s name, National
Organisation and Country, in order for us to easier identify documents.
Below, we have provided you with more details on the documents you need to provide us with,
depending on the type of participant category:
• Children and youths under 18 participating in Jamscout
• Rutas aged 18+ participating in Jamscout
• Leaders of a Scout group participating in Jamscout
• Scout groups participating in Jamscout.
Please send all documentation to the following address:
MOVIMIENTO SCOUT CATÓLICO
At. Davide Perosino
Gran Vía de les Corts Catalanes 416, 1º 4ª,
08015 - Barcelona
The organisation of these documents is fundamental for us to be able to move ahead with the
organisation of Jamscout, in fulfilling all the legal requirements for the camp. We therefore ask that you
please give importance to these documents.
If you have any doubts or concerns, please feel free to contact us via e-mail at:
international@jamscout.es
We can’t wait to see you in Covaleda!
Jamscout Administration Team
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REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION AND DEADLINES
All the required documentation must be filled in appropriately using the forms provided and sent by post, before
the 1st of June 2017, to the following address:
MOVIMIENTO SCOUT CATÓLICO
At. Davide Perosino
Gran Vía de les Corts Catalanes 416, 1º 4ª,
08015 - Barcelona
On the back of the envelope containing the documents, please state the name of your Scout group, National
association and country
The documents which you must send are:
0.1 List of documents to send,
1.1 Under 18s. Inscription form_medical,
1.2. Over18s. Inscription form_medical,
2. Group Form
Criminal Records Check/Police check
CHILDREN AND YOUTHS DOCUMENTATION - SCOUT GROUPS
Participating children and youths from Scout groups must send the following documentation using the forms
provided. These documents are:
1. Inscription form with the children´s personal details including; the parents/legal guardian’s authorisation,
medical declaration and the photo permission. (Doc .1.1 Under 18s. Inscription form_medical).
Within the medical document you must include, in the appropriate space provided, the following
information:
- Copy of National Identity document (those that have one. It is obligatory for over 14´s),
- Copy of the European Health Insurance Card (or your travel insurance information)
DOCUMENTATION FOR SCOUT GROUP LEADERS
Participating leaders must bring the following documentation, using the provided forms. These documents
are:
1. Registration and medical forms including, personal data, medical declaration and photo permission.
(Doc 1.2. Over18s. Inscription form_medical)
Within the medical declaration, you must ensure you attach, in the appropriate space provided, a
copy of the following documentation:
- Copy of National Identity document.
- Copy of European Health Insurance Card (or your travel insurance information)
2. Photocopy of an negative, up-to-date Criminal Records Check (CRC) /Police Check.
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SCOUT GROUP DOCUMENTATION
Scout Groups must provide the following documentation using the forms provided. These documents are:
1. List of Documents to send. A summary of all the documents to include and send, signed by the leader
in charge stating that the documents and quantity of documents provided are correct, and under their
responsibility.
(0.1 List of documents to send)
2. Group Form: Including; the group’s details, Group leaders details, number of participants per section,
number of tents by size and section, and the declaration by the leader stating the details included are
correct to their knowledge.
(Doc 2. Group Form)

